NXT-GEN Fellowship for Moral Leadership
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The HOW Institute for Society
MISSION: The HOW Institute for Society builds and nurtures a culture of moral leadership, principled
decision-making, and values-based behavior that enables individuals and institutions to channel the
profound social, economic, and technological changes of the 21st Century to elevate humanity.
OUR WORK BUILDS ON SEVEN IMPERATIVES
1. Institutions must be guided by values and shaped by moral leaders.
2. Moral authority and formal authority must be united to create meaningful and enduring impact.
3. Individuals must be guided by moral principles and frameworks.
4. Trust and shared truths are essential to bringing people together as communities, organizations, and
collaborators.
5. Business and society must shift focus from “how much” to HOW we behave and HOW we can work together to
build something greater than ourselves.
6. Healthy values-inspired communities are the building blocks of a better society. We must learn what makes them
work and create models to scale their success.
7. Leaders must frame paths ahead as journeys of significance, embracing the inevitable ups and downs, but
remaining resilient and committed.
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Moral Leadership: An Urgent Imperative
The HOW Institute’s research has shown that while the demand for moral leadership is
high, the supply of moral leaders is low, despite the fact that moral leadership is linked to
key metrics of organizational success, even in times of crisis.
The State of Moral Leadership in Business - June 2020
•
•
•
•

86% of employees agree on the urgent need for moral leadership
Over a third of managers do not consistently demonstrate any moral leadership behaviors
Employees are 12X more likely to quit if their manager does not exhibit moral leadership
77% believe that people can be developed into moral leaders

Human Connection in the Virtual Workplace – March 2021
Employees reporting to managers who scored high on the moral leadership scale were:
•
•

3x more likely to feel more connected to their manager
1.5x more likely to feel connected to their organization

Moral leadership prevents decreases in feelings of connection during pandemic
•
•

53% of women and 36% of men reported feeling less connected to coworkers since the pandemic
For employees reporting to managers who scored high on the moral leadership scale these
percentages decreased to 35% and 33% respectively, decreasing the difference by gender by 88%
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“Human systems can’t function without
formal authority whether it’s the President,
a General, a CEO, or a school principal.
But what makes organizations really work
is when leaders occupying those formal
positions have moral authority, too. While
formal authority can be seized or won, or
bestowed, moral authority must be earned
by who you are and how you lead.”
Dov Seidman
Founder & Chairman of The HOW Institute for Society

NXT-GEN Fellowship
An accelerator for emerging leaders who are
navigating our increasingly interdependent and
morally activated world

“Today, so many business leaders are like a turtle on
a fencepost – you have to wonder who put them
there. For me, that is the most important aspect of
what The HOW Institute teaches – that moral
authority, and moral leadership, cannot be
bestowed; it can only be earned.”
– Walt Macnee, former Vice Chairman, Mastercard

• Draws on lessons from history, current events, and
moral philosophy
• Fellows wrestle with the principles, nuances, and
applications of moral leadership
• Discussions, readings, videos, workshops, case
studies, and guest speakers

“It was interesting to have time to pause, reflect,
think about what’s important to me as a moral leader
and what’s important to the company. Drawing the
connection to how the two align were important.
What stood out to me was the themes that I noticed
amongst my peers … and the commonalties of
seeing employees as people first, leading with
purpose, and the power of the pause.”
– NXT-GEN Fellow

• Interactive curriculum is organized around HOW’s
moral leadership pillars and practices
• Practicum project challenges the fellows to apply
moral leadership mindsets, ideas, and practices to
a current critical work project
© 2021 The HOW Institute for Society. All rights reserved
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Four Pillars
of Moral
Leadership
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NXT-GEN Fellowship Objectives
The NXT-GEN Fellowship helps ensure that the formal leaders of the future have a deeper well of moral authority to
call upon as they advance in their careers. We measure success by evaluating whether the fellows complete the
fellowship more catalyzed, connected, and capable.
Fellows are catalyzed if they are:
• Inspired to bring back to their organizations the new tools and heightened skills developed through the fellowship.
• Eager to lean in and take on more responsibility to promote moral leadership within their organizations and
ecosystems.
• Confident in their ability to navigate the ups and downs of their moral leadership journeys.
Fellows are more connected if they:
• Proactively collaborate and build relationships with their NXT-GEN peers.
• Express an interest in maintaining and further building NXT-GEN relationships with each other and other NXT-GEN
Fellows from previous cohorts.
NXT-GEN Fellows are more capable based on the:
• Demonstration of moral leadership skills in their workplaces as assessed by their managers and themselves.
• Completion of a practicum project which puts key moral leadership skills and concepts into practice.
• Feedback they receive from peers in the fellowship.
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NXT-GEN Curriculum
The fellowship is organized around 2-week modules each
thematically focused on one of the seven moral leadership
practices. Within each 2-week module, the fellows experience
activities that facilitate learning, practice, and connection. At this
time, all aspects of the fellowship are conducted virtually. On
average, fellows can expect about 4 hours a week of live virtual
events and online activities.
Learning
• Interviews, panels, presentations, workshops, readings,
videos, and online discussions
Practice
• Train the trainer sessions, reflection assignments, application
exercises, practicum project
Connection
• Networking events, team assignments, online feedback
activities, 1:1 coaching, manager check-ins
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Virtual Technology Tools

Guest Leader
Sessions, Workshops,
Breakout Rooms

Live Polls & Q&A

Online Discussions
and Assignments,
Communication,
Groups, Peer
Feedback

Moral Leadership
Assessments &
Fellowship Feedback

Practicum Project
Project Examples
Through the practicum project, fellows apply
the moral leadership mindsets, ideas, and
practices to the planning and delivery of a
current critical work project.
The practicum is designed to increase the
fellows’ ability to generate outsized impact
within their current roles and beyond.
By completing the practicum project, fellows
have a plan to both lean into their current
realm of formal authority and to elevate their
ability to be moral leaders as their formal
authority grows overtime.
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Crafting a global
organization wide
values-based covid
vaccine framework

Planning the right-sizing
of a team guided by the
organization’s purpose
and recognizing
employees as people

A Data Science and AI
Code of Ethics based
upon moral leadership
principles

A sustainable operating
model that defines
commercial delivery
guidelines while
adhering to
humanitarian “do no
harm” principles

NXT-GEN Fellows
More than 200 fellows
Sample job functions:
• Marketing
• Business & Customer Development
• Human Resources & Talent Management
• Finance
• Information Security & Technology
• Product & Innovation
• Learning & Development
• Legal
• Research & Knowledge
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22 Countries
Australia, Belgium, Canada, Chile, China, Columbia,
Costa Rica, France, Germany, India, Ireland, Italy,
Mexico, Nigeria, Norway, Poland, Russia, Singapore,
Turkey, UAE, UK, USA

16 Partner Organizations
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HOW Staff Team
Dov Seidman
•
•
•

Founder and Executive Chairman, The
HOW Institute for Society
Founder and Chairman, LRN
Author of HOW: Why How We Do
Anything Means Everything

Max Cohen
•
•

Program Director, The HOW Institute for
Society
Former Organizational Culture and
Leadership Advisor, LRN

Gila Ward Menda
•
•

Senior Program Manager, The HOW
Institute for Society
Former Program Manager, Leadership
Development and Education, JDC
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Amy Rosen
•
•
•

Managing Director, The HOW Institute for
Society
Former President and CEO, NFTE
Former Chair, Amtrak

Dana Born
•
•
•

Distinguished HOW Fellow, The HOW Institute
for Society
Faculty Chair, Senior Executive Fellows Program,
Harvard Kennedy School
Retired Brigadier General and Former Dean of
Faculty at the United States Air Force Academy

Daniel Wang
•
•

Program Coordinator and Analyst
Former Analyst at Deloitte

Featured Teachers to Date
Angela Ahrendts, Fmr. SVP, Apple & CEO, Burberry
Chip Bergh, CEO, Levi Strauss & Co.
Cynthia Carroll, Fmr. CEO, Anglo-American
Brenda Cassellius, Superintendent, Boston Public Schools
Nancy Gibbs, Fmr. Editor-in-Chief, TIME
David Kenny, CEO, Nielsen
Christine Loh, Fmr. Undersecretary for the Environment, Hong Kong
Admiral William H. McRaven, U.S. Navy (ret.)
Danny Meyer, Founder & CEO, Union Square Hospitality Group
Alan Murray, CEO, Fortune
Jennifer Musisi, Fmr. Exec. Dir. (Mayor), Kampala, Uganda
Dennis Nally, Fmr. Chairman, PWC International Ltd.
Ellen Ochoa, Fmr. Director of Johnson Space Center, NASA General
Timothy Ray, U.S. Air Force
Admiral (ret.) James Stavridis, Carlyle Group
Darren Walker, President, Ford Foundation
Lt. Gen. Nadja West, U.S. Army (ret.)
CMSgt. Kaleth O. Wright, U.S. Air Force (ret.)
© 2021 The HOW Institute for Society. All rights reserved

Assessment & Outcomes
Pre and post fellowship assessments are completed by both
fellows and their managers.
Scores are combined into pre and post scorecards shared directly
back with the fellow.
Fellows and manager discuss results to catalyze a conversation
about moral leadership and to guide a development conversation.
Aggregated organizational level data that doesn’t identify specific
fellows will be shared with organizational points of contact.

SPRING 2021 SUCCESS METRICS

96%
OF FELLOWS “AGREED” OR “STRONGLY AGREED”:

✓They would recommend the NXT-GEN
Fellowship to a colleague

✓The fellowship taught me valuable
leadership concepts

✓The fellowship equipped me with
valuable leadership skills

✓The fellowship has inspired me to take on
more responsibility in promoting moral
leadership within my organization

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Neither Agree nor Disagree 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree
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NXT-GEN: Spring 2022 Cohort Key Dates
November 2021 – January 2022
February 1, 2022
February
March 1 & 2

Fellow recruitment by each participating organization
Participating fellows and their managers confirmed with HOW
HOW Institute welcome emails to fellows & managers
Fellow and manager orientation

March 3

Fellow technology orientation

March 9

Kickoff event

March 9 – June 15

June 15
© 2021 The HOW Institute for Society. All rights reserved

Main fellowship

Fellows: ~4 hrs/wk (virtual events and online coursework)
Managers: ~5 hours total, plus opt-in to featured leader live events

Graduation event
15

For additional information please contact:
Max Cohen, Program Director
m.cohen@thehowinstitute.org

Check out our website TheHOWInstitute.org
Find us on YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/c/TheHOWInstituteforSociety
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